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Abstract

The configuration and management of security controls and applications is complex and not well understood by the majority of end-users (i.e. it typically requires specific skills). The security policy language simplifies this task and reduces the number of errors and anomalies. This paper proposes the specification of the two mechanisms for defining user’s security policies, namely High-level Security Policy Language (HSPL) and Medium-level Security Policy Language (MSPL). HSPL is suitable for expressing the protection requirements of typical non-technical users, while MSPL is a lower-level abstraction useful for expressing specific configurations of security controls in a generic format (as such it is more appealing for technical users).
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1 Introduction

Nowadays the common approach to protect personal devices from Internet threats relies on the installation of appropriate security controls (e.g. firewall, VPN concentrator, etc.).

To achieve this goal, typically it is required a deep knowledge on how each security control should be configured, which generally involves in setting up several security applications of different vendors and different security functions (or capabilities), like packet filtering, VPN gateway, parental control, etc.. In general, for non-technical users and occasionally for administrators, this may turn out a difficult hurdle to overcome[21].

In order to simplify the configuration of security controls, we propose the definition of two user-oriented network security policy languages. The main difference between these languages is that they are designed and oriented to be adopted by final users with different skills and experience in programming security controls. The former, i.e. High Security Policy Language (HSPL) is oriented to non-technical users, e.g. business men or parents. The latter, i.e. Medium Security Policy Language (MSPL) is suitable for expert users (e.g. network administrators, IT operators).

The idea of HSPL is to define a policy language by using high-level security requirements, with the following requirements:

- **simplicity**: the definition of a security policy must be intuitive; for this, the user must be assisted by using predefined statements (e.g. “block Internet traffic”) and auto completion techniques;

- **flexibility**: to define every type of security policy, also supporting specific conditions (e.g. time constrains, content types, traffic types), for every security application;

- **extensibility**: the language must support future extensions, e.g. by introducing new policy types and specific conditions without changing the structure of HSPL.
On the contrary, MSPL should satisfy the following requirements:

- **Abstraction**: the language must contain abstract security-related configurations, independent from a given vendor or product specific representation and storage. The reason for this requirement is that configuration semantics are independent from the actual representation. In fact, the same configuration settings can be represented and enforced in different security controls.

- **Diversity**: it must support the description of configurations for a variety of security functions (confidentiality, filtering, etc.). The configuration meta-model must furthermore support the configuration of such security capabilities, which follow different policies and concepts (e.g. communication protection, parental control), and are applied to different types of security controls.

- **Flexibility and extensibility**: it must be flexible and extensible enough to support the introduction of new security controls.

- **Continuity**: it must ensure the continuity of the policy chain, starting from HSPL down to the security control settings. This is useful to tracking which policy is actually enforced and which user is associated to it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first, an outline is provided to describe the essentials of the proposed paradigm (Section 2); then, HSPL and MSPL languages are presented (Section 3 and Section 4); finally, we discuss the related works (Section 5) and conclusions (Section 6).

## 2 Policy Language Abstraction

Our approach is based on three policy abstraction layers: High-level Security Policy Language (HSPL), Medium-level Security Policy Language (MSPL) and the low-level configurations, needed for setting up a specific security control.

HSPL has been designed to express security requirements by means of “subject-verb-object-parameters” sentences (as an authorization language [10]). A security policy is expressed as a set of sentences close to natural language, e.g. “do not download spam emails”, “do not access social network”, “block Internet traffic in the night”.

The terms of a sentence (subject, object, etc.) are chosen by the user from a predefined set as different lists, i.e. a list for each element (e.g. action, subject). This approach avoid the user to learn new languages (it is transparent for users) and makes it possible to map each element of a terms to the related HSPL component. It is clear that, users is able to personalize some elements of a sentence, for example to define timing constraints, particular URL, etc.

MSPL, instead, has been defined to abstract the configuration languages with a vendor and control-independent format, which is organized by capabilities (e.g. a firewall from a particular vendor may implement packet filtering functionality in its capability set, while another vendor may implement also an deep packet inspection capability in her firewall). Unfortunately, defining this abstraction is not trivial because each security control has a specific syntax. Therefore the mapping can be unmanageable in a generic syntax and MSPL is organized by security capabilities. A Capability is a basic feature offered by a security control (e.g. filtering, anti-spam, data protection, parental control). Therefore, MSPL is organized by a general model that defines the high-level concepts (policies, rules, conditions, actions, etc.) and a set of sub-models to capture the semantics specific concepts as attributes, condition types, methods, etc.

On the other hand, a control-specific configuration language depends on formats and features available at the actual security control: each security controls are their own configuration languages. This means that two of the three abstraction layers, HSPL and MSPL, are under our control.
As shown in Figure 1, there are two processes that can enable the auto-generation of security controls configuration: (1) the refinement of HSPL into MSPL ("policy refinement" in figure); (2) the translation of MSPL policies into low-level configurations ("policy translation").

Policy refinement is a sophisticated process “to determine the resources needed to satisfy policy requirements, to translate high-level policies into operational policies that may be enforced by the system” [16].

The translation of MSPL policies into control-configurations (i.e. “policy translation”) involves only change of syntax, as MSPL has been designed to share the same semantics as the security controls. To support a wide set of low-level security controls, the translation must be designed to support different languages (e.g. netfilter/iptables or PF for a stateful firewall). Therefore there is a set of translation modules that takes as input MSPL statements and generates the specific configuration for each security control.

In the next sections, we present more in details the two policy languages, while the refinement of HSPL into MSPL and the translators from MSPL to low-level settings are out of the scope of this paper and will be discussed in another work.

3 High-level Security Policy

HSPL is composed by statements with the following structure:

\[
[\text{sbj}] \text{ action obj [(field\_type, val)...(field\_type, val)]}
\]

Where:

- \text{sbj} is the user who needs to access or perform some operation on an object (e.g. employee, family member) and may be omitted if the policy is applied to the user that defines the HSPL;
- \text{action} is the operation performed on the object (e.g. protect, permit access, enable, authorize access, etc.);
- \text{obj} is the entity target of the action (e.g. a resource such as e-mail scanning, Internet traffic, P2P traffic, 4G services, etc.).
• \((\text{field\_type, value})\) is an optional condition that add specific constraints to the action (e.g. time, content type, traffic type). The value part is a string with specific format depending on the field type.

**Action**  Considering the main goal of HSPL, i.e. expressing concepts related to end-point protection, a set of predefined actions is proposed. The following set of actions are:

• *is/are (not) authorized to access*: to explicitly allow (deny) a generic type of traffic (e.g. Internet), a specific type of traffic (e.g. VoIP, P2P, DNS traffic) or the traffic related to a particular resource (e.g. FTP service);

• *enable(s)*: to activate a particular type of control (e.g. antivirus, e-mail scanning, parental control) or feature (e.g. DDoS protection, logging);

• *remove(s)*: to intercept and block specific traffic (e.g. related to advertisement or tracking techniques);

• *reduce(s)*: to limit the usage of bandwidth;

• *check(s) over*: to analyse network vulnerabilities;

• *count(s)*: to trace and limit the number of connections (e.g. DNS packets);

• *protect(s) confidentiality and/or integrity*: to ensure confidentiality and/or integrity of a particular data flow.
Object  The object represents the entity controlled by the action (e.g. particular type of traffic, particular resource). To facilitate the creation of a HSPL, a predefined set of objects is provided. In particular, the HSPL supports the following objects:

- **Internet/Intranet traffic**: the traffic involving IP addresses different from private addressing or IP addresses of the intranet;
- **DNS traffic**: respectively the traffic of DNS, the DNS requests or DNS responses;
- **VoIP traffic**: the traffic regarding VoIP (e.g. SIP);
- **3G/4G traffic**: the traffic regarding 3G/4G;
- **public identity**: to masquerade the identity of the user;
- **resource “x”**: the traffic regarding a particular resource (“x”), better specified by using a field condition;
- **advanced/basic parental control**: parental control with advanced/basic features;
- **antivirus**: antivirus features;
- **logging**: to trace user’s activities (e.g. visited web sites);
- **IDS, IPS**: intrusion detection and prevention features;
- **DDos attack**: protection against distributed DoS attacks;
- **email scanning, file scanning**: specific objects like e-mail messages or files;
- **tracking techniques, advertisement**: common techniques used to track users or advertisements;
- **bandwidth**: to control bandwidth (e.g. to reduce it);
- **connection**: to control the number of connections.

File conditions  A set of optional parameters is available to better specify the scope of an object (e.g. to define that an action is applied only for a particular type of traffic). These parameters are implemented by using field conditions. A field is organized in two parts: field_type and value. The following fields and available values are identified:

- **time**: to restrict the application of a HSPL policy statement with timing conditions, e.g. date range or particular days. The value part of a time range contains starting date/time, ending date/time and a time zone (expressed by using GMT notation) following the format:

  `{[y:m:d]h:m[:s]-[y:m:d]h:m[:s],GMT}`

  It is possible to define more intervals by using a comma separation. To define particular days, the field supports the use of the following keywords: “weekend” and all days of week (e.g. “monday”).

- **specific URL**: to restrict the policy considering a specific URL (e.g. www.twitter.com). In this case the value part contains URLs in the format `{url1, ...urlN}`.
• **type of content**: to restrict the policy considering specific contents. For example social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter), illegal content, gambling, explicit sexual content, etc. The adopted format is \{content1, ..., contentN\}.

- **traffic target**: to specify the traffic of a particular user, organization or company e.g. corporate traffic (\{corporate network\}), user1’s traffic (\{user1\}). Obviously the keywords adopted for the target must be defined by the user (who creates the policy) for each organization;

- **purpose**: to specify the type of analysis, the supported types are malware detection, spam detection by using the format \{purpose1, ..., proposeN\}.

Note that the set of possible values for action, object and field condition of HSPL is not limited to the one presented in this paper, because it can be further enriched in the future (e.g. “5G traffic” may be a possible object for covering also the recent innovation of 5G services).

### 3.1 Examples of HSPL

This section collects a set of possible HSPLs, providing their description with their syntactic representations.

**Deny access to social network web site** A security policy to block access to social network for Alice. The corresponding HSPL statement is:

Alice is not authorized to access Internet
(type of content, \{social network\})

**Permit Internet traffic for a specific time slot** A common policy is to permit access to Internet (e.g. to visit social network websites) only on predefined time slots, e.g. during lunch time. The corresponding HSPL statement (for user “Alice”) is:

Alice is authorized to access Internet traffic
(time period, \{12:30-13:30 Europe/Rome\})

**Encrypt traffic of corporate network** Finally, the encryption of business information, trade secrets, etc. are quite important to avoid information disclosure:

Bob protects confidentiality intranet
(traffic target, \{marketing-subnet\})

### 4 Medium-level Security Policy

The base idea of MSPL is to describe the configuration settings for a class of security controls. 

More in details, MSPL is an abstract language with statements related to the typical actions performed by various security controls (e.g. matching patterns against packet headers, keeping track of connection status, identifying the MIME type of a payload), but expressed in a generic syntax.

As discussed in Section 3, HSPL is suitable for capturing the user requirements, however it cannot be directly implemented by security controls. This requires the definition of a medium-level language able to express the same information into operational policies by using a format suitable for configuring security controls. This type of language is an ordered sequence of actions (e.g. permit and deny for a
firewall) related to matching packets or payloads. The proposed model is defined by using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Figure 3 sketches the elements of the configuration meta-model. First of all, we concentrate on core elements which are **ITResource**, **Capability** and **Configuration**.

**An ITResource** is the central concept and represents a piece of software that implement a security control. For each ITResource, we can collect the capabilities being supported by this software functions. In addition, zero or more configurations should be assigned for each capability of the ITResource. This assignment is done by the relation **configuration**. The association class with the same name allows the qualification of different types of configurations for an ITResource instance in the model. It can be used to represent the current configuration of an ITResource and the golden configuration as a result of the policy refinement process, at the same time.

**A Capability** represent any kind of network and security functionality that can be provided, e.g., filtering, data protection, anti-spam. In this work, mainly common security capabilities will be considered, (i.e. function that are typically supported by a class of software products).

**A Configuration** is an abstract configuration settings, which are independent of a given product or vendor. The Configuration class can be subclassed by configurations dedicated to deliver the different capabilities, e.g. class FilteringConfiguration (shown in Figure 4) to describe settings for packet filtering of a Firewall component. To ensure the identification of the affected infrastructure element for a given configuration, each Configuration is assigned by the relation configuration to exactly one ITResource.

**A RuleSetConfiguration** is a specialization class used to represent a configuration. The RuleSetConfiguration is the expected outcome of the policy refinement process, that is, a rule set is the representation of a MSPL policy for a security controls. Each RuleSetConfiguration consists of a set of ConfigurationRule.

**A ConfigurationRule** is enforced by ConfigurationAction (association configuration-RuleAction) and can use a set of ConfigurationCondition. With the association defaultAction a default ConfigurationAction is linked to the RuleSetConfiguration in order to specify what to do when no rule can be applied. If more than one ConfigurationRule can be applied, the ResolutionStrategy assigned to the RuleSetConfiguration via the association
resolutionStrategy is used to solve the conflict.

4.1 Filtering MSPL

This section provides a relevant example of configuration meta-model, that is the Filtering MSPL, whose details are shown in Figure 4.

The RuleSetConfiguration is a subclass of the Configuration. To describe a filtering configuration we specialize ConfigurationAction and ConfigurationCondition. The other classes belong to the general configuration meta-model presented in Figure 3. A filtering configuration can be represented as a set of ConfigurationRules that use conditions that are subclasses of the FilteringConfigurationCondition class and enforce (exactly) one action that is subclass of FilteringAction. The default action must be taken from the FilteringAction represented by the attribute value FilteringActionType, which usually allowed filtering in Allow and Deny; some devices also support the Reject action that discards the packet but also sends an ICMP notification to the sender. The resolution strategy for a filtering configuration may be one of the available strategies i.e. FMR, ALL, DTP, ATP, MSTP and LST. Filtering devices are divided according to the ISO/OSI stack at which they can work. Most of the firewalls are able to inspect packets at layer 3 and layer 4, some of them can inspect packets up to layer 7 (application layer firewalls). Application layer firewalls support the possibility of specifying conditions on protocol-specific fields, for instance, Squid, supports filtering on HTTP protocol headers. Recently, some products have been made available able to watch inside the content at the application layer (content filters). To represent this scenario, our configuration meta-model introduces two specialization classes of the FilteringConfigurationCondition, i.e. PacketFilterCondition and ApplicationLayerCondition. The former includes a number of attributes that are needed to select the packets to which to apply the action: the source and destination IP addresses and ports (sourceAddress, sourcePort, destinationAddress, destinationPort), the protocol type field in the IP header (protocolType), and the direction (direction, i.e. inbound or outbound). The latter includes the attributes typically related to the application layer, i.e. URL (URL) and particular methods (e.g. httpMethod for the HTTP protocol).

Moreover, filtering devices are categorized according to their ability to maintain state information. Devices that do not maintain state information are named packet filters, while the others are named stateful filtering devices; in particular the functionality they implement is named stateful inspection if the analysis works at transport level or stateful protocol analysis if it works at application layer. Stateful devices keep track of each connection by examining certain values of TCP and other protocols headers and maintain a state table. State tables contain an entry for each of the observed (or to reduce memory allocation only the allowed) connections, usually represented by a five-tuple composed by the IP source and destination addresses, the source and destination port, and the protocol type. Stateful conditions always refer to some packet filter condition. Values in the state table are used to make decisions, e.g. allowing all the TCP packets related to an established connection, and sometimes implicitly, e.g. blocking packets that do not comply with the TCP protocol specification. Stateful inspection sometimes enforces a simple form of bandwidth control, that is, to specify the maximum number of connections allowed to a given destination, and limits the packets rate per destination address base or per port base. An improved type of application firewall is the application-proxy gateway, which enforces an access control policy using a proxy agent. Application-proxy gateway may keep track of authenticated users, to permit the specification of rules limiting the maximum number of allowed users, or the maximum number of connections on a per user base. To model stateful filtering, we introduced the abstract class StatefulCondition. Its subclasses permit to describe:

- **State**, to describe conditions on states, for instance, if the RELATED connections should be
allowed as well (as for FTP data and connection flows) or ESTABLISHED, used to permit the TCP traffic back for communications that are allowed in one sense and that correctly terminated the TCP three way handshake;

- `limitRuleHits`, allows to describe conditions on bandwidth and other counters.

### 4.1.1 Data protection configuration

This section provides a relevant example of configuration meta-model: the Data Protection MSPL Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Data protection can be enforced in different ways: channel protection, static data protection and message protection [19, 20]. A secure channel is created agreeing on one or more symmetric cryptographic keys that are then used to cipher or authenticate data (using for instance a HMAC or keyed digest). A challenge is often performed in order to authenticate peers (nevertheless, the challenge is a feature of the authentication capability). Examples of protocols and standards able to create a secure channel are IPSec, WPA2, SSL/TLS, SSH. Additionally, there are techniques that can be applied to protect data to be transferred independently from the channel. This process is often named “message protection”.

The configuration meta-model, describe in this work, must be able to describe every type of data protection method in an abstract way. The specialization model defined to this purpose is the `DataProtection` configuration meta-model (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). Similarly to filtering configuration, `RuleSetConfiguration` is a specialization of `Configuration` class. To describe data protection configurations it is necessary to subclass the `ConfigurationAction` (Figure 5) and the `ConfigurationCondition` (Figure 6).
Figure 5: Data protection configuration - part 1
The `DataProtectionAction` specializes `ConfigurationAction` and contains the attribute technology, used to convey precise information about the technology to which the abstract configuration maps to. Every `DataProtectionAction` is associated to other technology-specific information conveyed by the class `ActionParameter`. The subclasses of that class are used to better characterize the parameters to apply when the used technology is known. In particular, `KeyExchangeParameter` (by the association `keyExchange`) permits to specify the key exchange action, the authentication type, the algorithms for hash and symmetric encryption. The class `AuthenticationParameters` (by the association `authenticationParameters`) contains information on pre-shared keys (values and path), CA (path), certificate (path) and key (path), typically used for IPSec and SSL/TLS VPNs. The abstract class `TechnologySpecificParameters` contains the specific parameters for different data protection technologies.

This class is specialized as:

- **TLS_SSL_TechnologyParameter** that actually does not contain specific attributes;
- **TLS_VPN_TechnologyParameter** specifies attributes for configuring SSL/TLS-VPN (e.g. OpenVPN[1]). In particular the port to adopt (e.g. 1194/TCP), local and remote endpoint (expressed as IP addresses or hostnames), device (e.g. tun0), TLS mode (e.g. tls-server, tls-client);
- **IPsecTechnologyParameter** specifies attributes for configuring IPSec. In particular the
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- IKETechnologyParameter applied only to IPSec configurations, specifies IKE attributes. In particular, exchange mode (e.g. main), hash algorithm (e.g. SHA1) and attributes for initialization phases.

The configuration of VPNs often requires information related to the network. By using the abstract class AdditionalNetworkConfigurationParameters (and the association additionalNetworkConfigurationParameters) two specialization are provided to describe remote access and site to site scenarios. The class RemoteAccessNetworkConfiguration specifies the attributes to configure remote access scenario, including the IP addresses for clients, the routing information to reach other networks, DNS servers, etc. Similarly, the class Site2SiteNetworkConfiguration specifies the network information on local and remote network, including IP addresses and netmasks.

The class DataProtectionAction also has a set of security properties (by using the association technology/ActionSecurityProperties) related to integrity, confidentiality and authentication. The class Technology/ActionSecurityProperties contains the subclasses of security properties, i.e. Integrity, Confidentiality and Authentication. The first class contains the details on integrity algorithm (e.g. HMAC-SHA1), and boolean value for integrity of header and payload (e.g. true when a property is required). The confidentiality class has attributes to specify encryption algorithm (e.g. AES), the mode (e.g. CBD) and the key length in bit (e.g. 256). The third class, i.e. Authentication, specifies the authentication mechanism (e.g. pre-shared key).

Figure 6 describes the class DataProtectionCondition. In some cases, we need to explicitly select the data to protect. This can be done using explicit conditions ranging on the instances of the DataSelectionCondition class. Its subclasses, permit to select particular data types:

- DBDataSelectionCondition, that permits to select a portion of the database to protect using the attributes tableName, ViewName or directly via a SQL query using the sqlQuery or the viewName attribute;

- FileSystemCondition, that permits to select files, and directories using the filename and path attributes;

- XMLDataSelectionCondition, that includes a consistent set of attributes (xmlDataType, xmlns, xmlQueryLanguage, xmlLanguage and xmlQueryExpression), to precisely select an entire XML file or a portion. This class is further refined subclassed to WSSecurityCondition to introduce more attributes (headerNameSpace, headerLocalName, attachment, body, and content_vs_element) useful to select data according to the WSIdentity OASIS standard.

In other cases, it could be necessary to protect all the data transferred between a service and all its clients, thus we will protect the interfaces. The (abstract) class used to select the interface to which apply data protection is the InterfaceSelectionCondition. This class is only used to group all the condition types that can be used to identify interfaces. Interfaces can be selected using the subclasses of the PacketFilterCondition, that could be useful to better select the traffic to protect.

5 Related Work

Several languages have been developed and proposed during the last ten years. The most significant ones are Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) [15] and eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [10].

PCIM provides a useful link with system description and was already used in two EC-funded projects PoSecCo [1] and POSITIF [2] to represent firewall and channel protection configurations. While the XACML is widely adopted for in the specification of ACP (Access Control Policies). In addition to PCIM and XACML, we analysed also ACP languages (SecPAL [5], Usage Control Languages [13], Ponder [8, 9]) and a format to express configurations and policy enforcement points (CIM-SPL [14]).

Ontology-based languages have been considered as well (rei [11], KAoS [18], rein [12, 17]), together with languages represent the other policy-related informations (SAML [6], SCAP [7]).

Unfortunately most of these languages are related to specific context (e.g. access control) or in other cases are complex to be learned and managed by end-users. Therefore, none of the above languages can be considered user-oriented.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the adoption of two user-oriented security policy languages, namely HSPL and MSPL. The adoption of these languages reduces the complexity of configuring security applications in networks, regardless of the knowledge of the final-user in security and managing security controls. HSPL language is oriented to non-technical user (e.g. customer), while MSPL is designed to be used by administrators and operators. As future work, we plan to add further actions and conditions in the HSPL and improve its usability by exploiting the results of future empirical studies. For what concerns MSPL, we plan to update the policy reconciliation and conflict analysis processes with MSPL model to reduce the number of errors introduced by users during configuration phase.
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